Background: Audit and Feedback (A&F) is a widely used quality improvement technique that measures clinicians' clinical performance and reports it back to them. Computerised A&F (e-A&F) system interfaces may consist of four key components: (1) Summaries of clinical performance; (2) Patient lists; (3) Patientlevel data; (4) Recommended actions. There is a lack of evidence regarding how to best design e-A&F interfaces; establishing such evidence is key to maximising usability, and in turn improving patient safety. Aim: To evaluate the usability of a novel theoretically-informed and research-led e-A&F system for primary care (the Performance Improvement plaN GeneratoR: PINGR). Objectives: (1) Describe PINGR's design, rationale and theoretical basis; (2) Identify usability issues with PINGR; (3) Understand how these issues may interfere with the cognitive goals of end-users; (4) Translate the issues into recommendations for the user-centred design of e-A&F systems. Methods: Eight experienced health system evaluators performed a usability inspection using an innovative hybrid approach consisting of five stages: (1) Development of representative user tasks, Goals, and Actions; (2) Combining Heuristic Evaluation and Cognitive Walkthrough methods into a single protocol to identify usability issues; (3) Consolidation of issues; (4) Severity rating of consolidated issues; (5) Analysis of issues according to usability heuristics, interface components, and Goal-Action structure. Results: A final list of 47 issues were categorised into 8 heuristic themes. The most error-prone heuristics were 'Consistency and standards' (13 usability issues; 28% of the total) and 'Match between system and real world' (n = 10, 21%). The recommended actions component of the PINGR interface had the most usability issues (n = 21, 45%), followed by patient-level data (n = 5, 11%), patient lists (n = 4, 9%), and summaries of clinical performance (n = 4, 9%). The most error-prone Actions across all user Goals were: (1) Patient selection from a list; (2) Data identification from a figure (both population-level and patient-level); (3) Disagreement with a system recommendation. Conclusions: By contextualising our findings within the wider literature on health information system usability, we provide recommendations for the design of e-A&F system interfaces relating to their four key components, in addition to how they may be integrated within a system.
Introduction
Audit and feedback (A&F) is an established and widely used technique in quality improvement, employed in health care systems across the world. It consists of measuring a clinician or health care team's clinical performance over a specified period of time (audit), and reporting it to them (feedback), with the intention of rais-does not count as A&F, and is classified as a different intervention such as clinical decision support (CDS) [1, 2] .
A&F is traditionally undertaken using paper medical records, which is laborious and time-intensive. However, widespread use of electronic health records (EHRs) has spawned a variety of computerised A&F systems (e-A&F). These systems usually feed audit results back to provider employees via interactive interfaces such as intranet browser-based portals (e.g. [5] ) or desktop applications (e.g. [6] ). Users of e-A&F systems are generally clinicians whose performance is being assessed, though may also include managers or administrators [7] . e-A&F systems are distinct from systems where an audit is generated using a computerised infrastructure but feedback is provided on paper, verbally or via a static computerised form such as a screensaver or electronic document (e.g. [8] ). Often e-A&F systems are not explicitly termed 'audit and feedback', and instead may be called 'dashboards', 'scorecards', 'business intelligence', 'visualisation tools' or 'benchmarking tools' amongst other names [9] . Conversely, many systems with these names may also not be A&F: for example, many dashboards only provide information regarding individual patients (e.g. clinical dashboards [10] ) or may focus on multiple patients but are intended for use solely at the point of care (e.g. [11] ); and business intelligence or information visualisation tools may focus primarily on non-clinical performance data such as costs, patient waiting times, or disease epidemiology surveillance (e.g. [12] ).
Despite their prevalence, there has been relatively little research into the requirements for designing usable interfaces for e-A&F systems. Prior work has largely focused on the effectiveness of e-A&F systems for improving patient care (e.g. [13] ) or their levels of adoption (e.g. [14] ). Some studies have explored factors related to their acceptance and use (e.g. [15] ), however, we are aware of only one study that has explicitly focused on usability [16] . Consequently little is known about how best to design e-A&F interfaces.
Ongoing work by our group has identified four key components of e-A&F system interfaces [17] : (1) Summaries of clinical performance; (2) Patient lists; (3) Patient-level data; and (4) Recommended actions. All e-A&F interventions have some combination of these elements; indeed, to qualify as A&F the system must have at least a summary of clinical performance or provide patient lists [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, we are unaware of a system reported in the literature that incorporates all four components. Below, we discuss each interface component, and what is currently known about their usability.
Summaries of clinical performance
A&F interventions generally summarise clinical performance using quantitative measures variably termed 'quality indicators', 'performance measures' or similar. They usually report the proportions or absolute numbers of patients who have (or have not) received a recommended clinical practice, or experienced a particular outcome [18] . These metrics are the core component of A&F, and are commonly presented either as tables (e.g. [19] ), bar plots (e.g. [20] ), pie charts (e.g. [21] ), or line graphs (e.g. [15] ). Sometimes colour coding (e.g. [22] ) or comparison with peers (e.g. [23] ) are used to highlight progress towards desirable levels of performance (termed targets or goals). In terms of usability, the use of line graphs to monitor trends in performance in an e-A&F system have been found to be useful, in addition to the ability to interactively explore aggregated patient data, and compare performance between departments within an organisation [16] . However, it is unclear how these functions should be optimally designed, or integrated with other formats of data presentation.
Patient lists
Some e-A&F systems provide lists of patients who have (e.g. [24] ) or have not (e.g. [15] ) received the recommended clinical practice, or experienced the particular outcome of interest. This is generally supplemental to the summary of clinical performance (e.g. [20] ), though occasionally may act as its proxy (e.g. [19] ). The intention in providing patient lists is that they can be used to further investigate the care of individual patients and take corrective action where necessary [25] . Patient lists have been identified as a key driver of success in some non-computerised A&F interventions [26] , and their absence as a reason for failure [27] . They may simply contain patient names or identifiers, or additional summary data such as demographics or physiological measurements (e.g. [20] ). We are unaware of any published studies of e-A&F interventions that have assessed the usability of patient lists, so evidence regarding their optimal design is lacking. For example, it is unclear how they should be integrated with the summary of clinical performance, or how (and whether) they should include patient-specific summary data as a means of improving information processing and cognitive load during interpretation tasks.
Patient-level data
e-A&F systems may occasionally further supplement patient lists with more detailed information about each patient (e.g. historic glycated haemoglobin readings for diabetic control [28] ). Access to these data, whether within the e-A&F system itself or the EHR, is key so that individual patients' care can be reviewed, and action taken where necessary [27] . In e-A&F systems, such information may be presented in tables (e.g. [15] ) or graphically (e.g. [16] ). From a usability point of view, integrating patient-level with population-level data in an e-A&F system has been demonstrated as desirable to users, and that functionality should support information visualisation over predefined time periods in addition to interactive exploration [16] . Similarly, a usability evaluation of a primary care epidemiological visualisation tool found that providing these data within the system was advantageous as clinicians may not have time to check each patient's EHR [29] . However, it is unknown how best to present such detailed patient-level data within an e-A&F system, or how much data to present without overwhelming the user and increasing cognitive load during task performance [30] .
Recommended actions
The definition of A&F states that recommended actions for improvement may accompany clinical performance feedback [2] . There is both theoretical [31] and empirical evidence [1] that providing recommended actions increases the effectiveness of A&F. Often A&F recipients do not have the time, capacity or skills to interpret feedback and formulate what improvement action is necessary [27] , so providing recommendations increases the likelihood that action is taken [31] . User-needs assessments for e-A&F systems often find that recommended actions are desirable [23] ), and some systems provide links to educational materials such as best practice guidelines (e.g. [28] ) or templates for users to formulate their own action plans (e.g. [32] ), however we are only aware of one e-A&F system in which improvement actions are actually recommended to users (the LPZ Dashboard [23] ). The recommendations in this system are generic and target organisational changes only, which the user derives themselves using a decision tree [23] . The usability of this system was not evaluated, so it is unclear how best to present recommended actions within an e-A&F system.
In addition to the knowledge gaps regarding each of the four interface components described above, there is also little insight into how they should be effectively integrated in a single e-A&F system in a manner that aids information processing, minimises technology-induced errors, and reduces cognitive load during interaction. It is therefore important to investigate the usability of e-A&F systems in more depth to produce evidence that can guide their design. Developing health information systems without regard for user interaction can reduce their effectiveness, with adverse consequences for patient safety and care quality [33, 34] . This is particularly important for e-A&F systems, where the noneuse or misuse of clinical performance data can lead to suboptimal care on a large scale with important adverse implications for patient outcomes and cost (e.g. [35] ). Conversely, effective use of A&F has the potential to vastly improve care quality: the latest Cochrane review of A&F found it can increase desired care processes by up to 70% [1] , which if multiplied across large populations can lead to major gains. However if used ineffectively, A&F can decrease desired care processes up to 9% [1] . Whether A&F is effective or ineffective is partly determined by how clinical performance feedback data is presented to users [1] .
Aim and objectives
The aim of this paper is to address the gaps in the literature identified above by evaluating the usability of an e-A&F system for primary care (the Performance Improvement plaN GeneratoR; PINGR). To the best of our knowledge, PINGR is the first reported system to comprise all four interface components found in e-A&F applications (summaries of clinical performance, patient lists, patient-level data, and recommended actions). Further originality of PINGR relates to its design being informed by existing usability evidence and relevant behaviour change theory (we are aware of only two reported e-A&F systems that explicitly incorporated existing usability guidelines and theory in their design [15, 36] ). To evaluate the PINGR system, we adopted an iterative approach to system design involving multiple evaluation cycles at different stages of the development process [37] . This paper reports on the findings of the usability inspection study during the first part of our evaluation cycle. The specific objectives of this paper are to:
1. Describe PINGR's interface design, rationale and theoretical basis; 2. Identify usability issues with PINGR in relation to its four interface components; 3. Understand how these issues may interfere with the cognitive goals of end-users (and therefore the integration of the interface components); 4. Translate these issues into recommendations for the usercentred design of e-A&F systems in general.
The paper is structured as follows: in the next section we present an overview of the PINGR system, and discuss its design and theoretical justification by drawing on relevant design guidelines, usability research and theory (Objective 1). The following two sections then report the methodology and results of the usability inspection study (Objectives 2 and 3). The final section presents a discussion of the results and design recommendations (Objective 4).
The Performance Improvement plaN GeneratoR (PINGR)
PINGR is a web-based e-A&F tool designed to help UK primary care clinicians improve the quality of care they provide to patients. The version presented in this paper focuses on use cases of hypertension and asthma. PINGR was conceived and designed by author BB (a UK primary care physician and health informatics researcher), and was built by both authors RW (a software engineer) and BB. It is intended for use by clinicians outside patient consultations to assess the care provided by a primary care practice to its patient population, and to inform subsequent improvement actions at an individual, team, and service level. It analyses EHR data in the form of Read v2 codes, though has the capability to handle any type of structured data. These data are processed in a SQL Server database optimised for query execution. PINGR's interface is built with HTML, JavaScript and CSS, using libraries including Bootstrap (http://getbootstrap.com/), C3.js (http://c3js. org/), jQuery, and Mustache.js (http://mustache.github.io/). Given the paucity of research into e-A&F system usability, its design primarily draws on literature regarding user needs and theory for A&F interventions identified in ongoing work by our group [17] , in addition to design guidelines for other types of health information system. These design guidelines were selected based on their similarity and relevance to each of PINGR's four interface components (summaries of clinical performance, patient lists, patient-level data, and recommended actions). For example: recommendations for displaying quantitative information (e.g. [38] ) were used to inform the design of summaries of clinical performance because they contain quantitative quality indicators; EHR design guidelines (e.g. [39] ) were used for the design of patient lists and patient-level information because they are common elements of EHRs; and CDS system design guidelines (e.g. [40] ) were used to inform the design of recommended actions because they often suggest actions for users [41] . The remainder of this section describes the design and rationale of PINGR's interface components.
Summaries of clinical performance
Clinical performance summaries for each clinical area within PINGR are organised as separate modules, accessed from an icon-based menu on the left side of the interface (Fig. 1) . A module-oriented design was employed to enhance information processing as demonstrated in clinical guidelines [42] and general web design [43] . Within each clinical module, there are 2 pages: (1) an Overview page (Fig. 1) , and (2) a Preview page (zoom and filter; Fig. 2a and b) . Overview and preview has been widely used in the design of applications to support visual information-seeking tasks [44] . After selecting a module from the menu, the Overview page is displayed which presents the primary care practice's clinical performance as quality indicators. These quality indicators (described in further detail below) convey proportions and absolute numbers of patients who have received a recommended clinical practice, or experienced a particular outcome. Using both relative and absolute measures of performance avoids potentially misleading effects of providing isolated measures of relative performance [45] . To create a generic template for all clinical conditions, and consistency of interface design as recommended in EHR [39] and CDS system [40] usability guidelines, PINGR organises quality indicators into four common areas along a clinical condition pathway: diagnosis, monitoring, treatment, and exclusions. To illustrate, the hypertension area of the system displays the following elements: patients with diagnosed hypertension (and other relevant conditions such as chronic kidney disease or diabetes) based on their prior recorded measurements (diagnosis); hypertensive patients who have had their blood pressure measured in the preceding year (monitoring); hypertensive patients whose latest blood pressure measurement is within their recommended personalised target (control); and hypertensive patients who have been excluded from quality standards, such as those with a terminal illness (exclusions). In accordance with data visualisation design principles [38] , and to reduce short-term memory load [46] , the four quality indicators are presented as separate panels on a single screen to provide the user with an overview of the practice's clinical performance in that disease area. Quality indicators are displayed as line graphs for trend visualisation (i.e. in monitoring and control indicators), and bar plots for processing of one-off data points where it was anticipated to be most clinically informative (i.e. diagnosis and exclusions), which is supported by feedback intervention theory [31] , cognitive fit theory [47] , and evidence from a usability study [16] . Each graph is supplemented with labels to indicate the current level of clinical performance, interactive tool-tips to detail historical performance, and icons to highlight the change in performance from the previous month [38] .
Users can request further information regarding their clinical performance by clicking on the quality indicator graphs thereby accessing the Preview page ( Fig. 2a and b) . The Preview page is organised with the quality indicator graph in the top left hand corner, with the remaining interface elements (discussed in detail below) arranged with patient lists on the right, and patient-level data and recommended actions at the bottom. This layout mirrors the anticipated reading pattern [48] and workflow that users would follow: reviewing their summary of performance, then list of patients requiring action, followed by detailed patient-level information, and recommended improvement actions. Displaying all 4 interface components on one page was also intended to reduce cognitive load and improve task completion by supporting recognition rather than recall of available user options [46] .
Patient lists
Patient lists are populated with patients who have not achieved the clinical standard or desired outcome in the quality indicator to help users take corrective action where appropriate. The lists included patients' unique identification number, which can be cross-referenced with an EHR system using a 'copy' icon to prevent errors [39] . An additional column displays clinical data felt most relevant to the quality indicator (e.g. latest blood pressure reading for the 'control' quality indicator), which can be used to order the list and prioritise patients for action. Ordering and prioritisation patient lists has been indicated as valuable in non-computerised A&F interventions [27] , and is consistent with design guidelines for EHRs [49] . The current version of PINGR only provides one column of patient attributes based on empirical evidence that displaying multiple clinical variables can adversely affect the usability of primary care epidemiological visualisation tools [29] . The lists can be filtered by selecting sections of the 'improvement opportunity' graph (see recommended actions section below), acting as an interactive visual query mechanism as recommended by usability research into e-A&F systems [16] , EHRs [49] and quantitative data display in general [44] .
Patient-level data
When a specific patient is selected from a list on the Preview page, the bottom panel displays an 'individual patient' tab ( Fig. 2B ), which can also be accessed by entering a patient's unique identifier into the search bar located in a menu at the top of the screen. Here detailed patient-level data relevant to the quality indicator is presented, in addition to patient-level recommended actions (which are discussed in detail below). In the hypertension module this information relates to patients' blood pressure measurements, whereas in the asthma module it relates to their peak expiratory flow rate. Based on previous usability research into e-A&F systems [16] , these data are presented as line graphs. Interactive tool-tips provide detail on historical data as recommended in EHR usability guidelines [50] . Further information on relevant non-physiological events are also presented on the graphs as vertical lines such as when a patient had an encounter with the practice, or experienced a change in medication.
Recommended actions
PINGR provides recommended actions in the bottom panel of the Preview page (Fig. 2) . In contrast to the LPZ Dashboard system [23] , these recommendations address both the organisation (i.e. the primary care practice) and individual patients, are specific to users' clinical performance (rather than generic), and are provided automatically (rather than on-demand). These design choices were based on existing evidence and theory: providing two types of recommended action is consistent with health care quality improvement theory [51] , whereas providing tailored recommended actions in a user's workflow is recommended in CDS system design [40, 52] . In this sense, PINGR can be viewed as a cross-fertilisation of traditional A&F and CDS systems producing 'care-system-level decision support', which we have previously argued could lead to greater effectiveness of both types of system [41] .
Recommended actions are derived through further analysis of contextual data of patients who have not achieved the quality standards, which is supported by CDS system design guidelines [53] . These patients are subsequently grouped into 'improvement opportunity' categories that infer potential reasons why patients have not achieved the quality standards or outcomes of interest, and are associated with a specific set of potential solutions in the form of recommended actions (both at the organisational and patient levels). The improvement opportunity categories and bank of recommended actions are generated from clinical guidelines, research literature (e.g. [54] ), and empirical analysis of medical records [55] . To illustrate: in the hypertension monitoring quality indicator, improvement opportunity categories relate to patients' contact with the primary care practice: either face-to-face, non face-to-face (e.g. over the phone), or no contact [55] . An algorithm analyses EHR data from each hypertensive patient who has not met the quality standard, makes inferences regarding the type of contact each patient had with the practice [55] , and provides relevant recommended actions to help these patients attain the quality standard.
The proportions of patients in each improvement opportunity category are displayed in a panel to the right of the quality indicator graph as a pie chart ( Fig. 2a and b) , which act as the visual query mechanism to filter the patient list described above. Clicking on a section of the pie chart filters the list to display each patient in that improvement opportunity category. The intention was that this would facilitate user action by grouping patients associated with similar improvement tasks, thus minimising cognitive load [30] . The recommended actions are automatically displayed in a table, where users can also add their own actions as free text ( and b). Users can agree or disagree with them by clicking a 'thumbs up' or 'thumbs down' icon respectively (Fig. 2a) . If a user agrees with a recommended action, it turns green and is saved to their personal bank of actions in the home page in accordance with CDS system usability design [56] . Users can indicate when a task has been completed using a check box, and can download their list of agreed actions as a document to print or share. If a user disagrees with an action, a dialogue box captures the reasons for this using fixed responses or free-text as recommended in the design of EHRs and CDS systems [39, 52, 53] . Framing recommended actions as advice rather than commands is in accordance with design guidelines for CDS systems [40] , and asking for reasons for override has been shown to improve their effectiveness [57] .
Materials and methods
We evaluated usability issues associated with PINGR using a hybrid usability inspection method, which combined Heuristic Evaluation (HE) and Cognitive Walkthrough (CW). Usability inspection methods involve experienced evaluators assessing a system to identify issues that could potentially hinder user interaction with the software. They are recommended as a cost-efficient initial step in usability evaluation as they can identify a wide range of issues without the need for real end-users (in this case, primary care clinicians) or significant resources [58] . At this stage of our iterative evaluation process, the involvement of experienced evaluators was necessary to identify and correct critical usability issues according to established usability guidelines. In accordance with accepted usability engineering methodology, real end-users will be involved in future evaluation rounds of PINGR to capture any issues that may have been overlooked [34] .
HEs and CWs are often recommended to be carried out separately on a system [34] , which has both advantages and disadvantages. HEs assess interfaces against a set of well-established design guidelines known to play an important role in user experience, and do not restrict the evaluator to interact with the interface in a specific way, thereby maximising usability issue discovery [58] . This is important for e-A&F systems in general where there is a lack of usability knowledge, and for the PINGR system in particular, which has not been previously evaluated. However, among other limitations (e.g. [59] ), HEs do not adequately explore how issues arise during user interaction with a system beyond its static interface features, nor how they relate to the user's cognitive needs [60] . This is particularly important in health IT systems, such as PINGR, with dynamic user interfaces that require complex interactions to achieve user goals [61] . This limitation can be addressed by the CW method, though traditionally CWs do not take advantage of accepted usability heuristics, which may limit their ability to identify potential issues [62] . Independent HEs and CWs often discover different usability issues in the same system [63] , making it cumbersome to combine their relative advantages if used separately. Therefore as the complexity of health information systems progress, there is a need to harness the combined benefits of HEs and CWs into a single hybrid usability inspection technique; though as yet, little progress has been made [61] .
Participants and setting
We recruited a convenience sample of health information system evaluators from the Centre for Health Informatics, University of Manchester. Eligible participants were qualified software developers or evaluators with more than five years' experience in health information system design and development. Using three to five usability experts is recommended in HEs as a balance between costs and benefits, and is expected to detect around 75% of usability issues in a system [64, 65] . However, given our objective was to identify as many unique usability issues as possible, we invited eight potential evaluators, all of whom accepted. None of the evaluators had previously used PINGR, though all had experience of using similar systems such as non-clinical dashboards, and epidemiological surveillance tools. All stages of the evaluation took place at the University of Manchester where evaluators accessed the PINGR application via the Google Chrome web browser on a 17-inch computer screen. To preserve patient privacy, we used simulated data for the purposes of the usability inspection.
Hybrid inspection method
Our hybrid method incorporated elements of both HE and CW, adapting the approach advocated by Kushniruk et al. [61] . It comprised five stages ( Fig. 3): (1) Development of representative user tasks and their transformation into goals and actions; (2) Combining HE and CW methods into a single protocol to identify usability issues regarding the PINGR application; (3) Consolidation of usability issues identified by evaluators in stage 2; (4) Severity rating of consolidated usability issues; (5) Analysis according to usability heuristics, interface component, and Goal-Action structure. These stages are described in further detail below.
Stage 1: development of representative user tasks and their transformation into goals and actions
Initially we followed the typical procedure for a CW evaluation by describing tasks and their associated goals to be used in the evaluation ( Fig. 4 ; Task description; User's initial goal/s) [66] . Eight representative user tasks were selected, piloted and refined, to guide interaction with all components of the PINGR interface (Table 1) . Each task was decomposed into up to 8 constituent actions, and their optimal sequence determined to minimise cognitive effort to achieve each task's goal ( Fig. 4 ; Action sequence) [66] . There were 44 actions in total across the 8 tasks. Characteristics and needs of intended users were also described for each task ( Fig. 4 ; Anticipated users). This information was used to produce a Goal-Action structure document (Appendix A in Supplementary material) to contextualise each task for the interface evaluators in the next stage.
Stage 2: combining HE and CW methods into a single protocol to identify usability issues
Evaluators worked independently rather than as a group in order to identify a larger and more diverse number of usability issues [67] . Each evaluator met individually with author BB faceto-face; they were introduced to the objectives and methods of the study, and the aims, high-level functionality, and rationale of the PINGR system using a standardised script. A demonstration of how to use PINGR was not provided in order to evaluate the learnability of the system [68] . As in standard CW protocol, each evaluator then investigated the interface following the tasks in the Goal-Action structure document (Appendix A in Supplementary material). For each Action the evaluator applied Nielsen's 10 usability heuristics to identify usability issues according to its categories [69] : (1) Visibility of system status; (2) Match between system and the real world; (3) User control and freedom; (4) Consistency and standards; (5) Error prevention; (6) Recognition rather than recall; (7) Flexibility and efficiency of use; (8) Aesthetic and minimalist design; (9) Help users recognise, diagnose, and recover from errors; (10) Help and documentation. These generic heuristics were chosen due to a lack of specific heuristics for e-A&F systems. If a usability issue was identified, evaluators took screenshots and described it in detail in an electronic data collection form (Appendix B in Supplementary material). They also recorded the task and GoalAction(s) in which it occurred, the heuristic category with which it was associated, and their rating of its severity on a 4-point scale [58] (Table 2 ). Both the heuristic categories and severity ratings were provided in an electronic document for reference. To make the process more constructive, evaluators also provided suggestions as to how each issue could be improved (if this was not obvious), and once they had completed the tasks listed up to three positive aspects of the system. Any missing data or unclear descriptions were clarified by BB who was present throughout the process. As in a standard HE, participants were encouraged to explore usability issues outside the specified goal-action structure to assess general aspects of PINGR's functionality and record them under the relevant task. Each participant took on average one hour to perform their evaluation, and in total identified 132 issues with a mean severity of 2.
Stage 3: consolidation of usability issues
All usability issues collected from each evaluator in stage 2 were collated into a single document. Two authors (BB and PB) worked independently to consolidate the issues using an interpretivist approach by: (1) Integrating semantically similar issues into one issue; (2) Removing issues identified by only one evaluator, and rated as a 'cosmetic issue only' (Table 2 ) to reduce the occurrence of 'false positive' issues associated with traditional HEs [70] ; (3) Removing issues not directly related to the usability of the application, such as suggestions for new system functionality; and (4) Assigning each consolidated issue to the most appropriate heuristic category, component of PINGR's interface, and task Action(s) in which it arose. The final list was agreed through discussion, which consisted of 47 unique usability issues (Fig. 5) . Out of these 47 issues, 24 (51%) had been identified by a single evaluator, of which 15 were rated as 'minor' (63%), 7 as 'major' (29%), and 2 as 'usability catastrophes' (8%; Table 2 ). This suggests our decision to use multiple evaluators working independently achieved our objective of identifying as many diverse usability issues as possible.
Stage 4: severity rating of consolidated usability issues
Each evaluator who participated in Stage 2 was sent by e-mail a list of the finalised usability issues and asked to rate their severity using an electronic questionnaire (Appendix C in Supplementary material). The task number(s) and location in the Goal-Action structure with which each usability issue was associated was provided. The same severity rating scale was used from Stage 2, though to account for issues being identified by only one evaluator in Stage 2 an additional point was added: 'I don't agree that this is a usability issue at all' (non-issues) [58] . Due to the gap of approximately one week between Stage 2 and Stage 4 that could have adversely affected participants' recall of the issues, a hyperlink to PINGR was provided along with the original list of tasks used in stage 2 (Appendix A in Supplementary material). Participants were encouraged to remind themselves of usability issues they had previously identified, and familiarise themselves with issues that had been identified by others by navigating the system again using the GoalAction structure.
Stage 5: statistical analysis
We calculated the mean severity rating for each issue to the nearest integer to aid interpretation and prioritisation according to our scale (Table 2 ). Issues and positive comments were subsequently analysed thematically, and grouped according to interface component, and by their occurrence during user Goals and Actions. For stage 4, we measured inter-rater agreement (IRA), the extent to which evaluators assigned the same value for each item, and inter-rater reliability (IRR), the extent to which different evaluators consistently distinguished between different items on the severity scale [71] . We evaluated IRA by calculating simple proportions of agreement, and the Kendall coefficient of concordance adjusted for ties [71] . We evaluated IRR by calculating intra-class correlation coefficients (ICC) using a one-way model to estimate consistency of single ratings; Light's weighted kappa; and Krippendorff's alpha [71] . All measures of IRA and IRR used range between 0 and 1, with 1 signifying complete agreement or reliability. All analyses were performed using R [72] , and the packages 'irr' [73] and 'psy' [74] . Major usability issue. Important to fix, so should be given high priority 4 Usability catastrophe. Imperative to fix this before product can be released 
Results
The final list of 47 issues were categorised into 8 heuristic themes (Fig. 6) : 'Flexibility and efficiency of use' had no usability issues, and we combined the heuristics 'Error prevention' and 'Help users recognise, diagnose, and recover from errors' ('Error prevention and recognition') due to their issues' conceptual similarity. The most error-prone heuristics were 'Consistency and standards' (13 usability issues; 28% of the total) and 'Match between system and the real world' (n = 10, 21%). The least violated heuristics were 'Recognition rather than recall' (n = 1, 2%), and 'Help and documentation' (n = 1, 2%). Analysis of mean severity ratings revealed 12 (26%) major usability issues, 26 (56%) minor issues, and 9 (19%) cosmetic issues; no usability catastrophes or non-issues were identified. Twenty-four positive comments were made about PINGR, 13 (54%) of which related to the system in general, praising its clean and visually appealing design, responsiveness, intuitive and simple layout, and use of contextual tool-tips. All eight evaluators did not agree on the exact severity of any issues, though within a tolerance of one point agreed on the severity of 8 (17%). Kendall's coefficient of concordance was 0.44, indicating weak-moderate agreement [75, 76] . The ICC and Weighted Light's Kappa statistic were both 0.33, whilst Krippendorff's alpha reliability coefficient was 0.04, indicating poor-fair reliability [77, 78] .
Interface components
Recommended actions had the most usability issues (n = 21, 45%), followed by patient-level data (n = 5, 11%), patient lists (n = 4, 9%), and summaries of clinical performance (n = 4, 9%). The remaining 13 (28%) issues were associated with other non-unique aspects of the PINGR interface concerned with system navigation. The recommended actions received the most positive comments (n = 5, 21%), followed by the summaries of clinical performance (n = 4, 17%), and patient-level data (n = 2, 8%). Patient lists received no positive comments. Below we present these usability issues in detail organised by heuristic, and discuss positive comments. For brevity we only describe issues in detail with a mean severity rating of 'minor' or above.
Summaries of clinical performance
Issues with summaries of clinical performance were categorised under the heuristics 'Match between the system and the real world' (n = 2), 'Consistency and standards' (n = 1), and 'Aesthetic and minimalist design' (n = 1). Under 'Match between the system and the real world', issues concerned the use of a cross icon to represent excluded patients as this is generally used to indicate an exit action, and that bar plot data points required clearer labelling. Under 'Consistency and standards', it was sometimes unclear what aspects of clinical performance the quality indicators were specifically measuring (rated as at least a 'major' usability issue by 4 out of 8 evaluators), whilst in 'Aesthetic and minimalist design' it was noted that plots did not re-size well with the internet browser window. Positive comments were made about the use of different colours to indicate the 4 pathways (diagnosis, monitoring, treatment, exclusions), and that although users were presented with a lot of information, it was generally felt to be easy to understand, particularly with the use of tool-tips to find historical performance data on line graphs.
Patient lists
Issues with patient lists were categorised under the heuristics 'Match between the system and the real world' (n = 2) and 'Visibility of system status' (n = 2). Under 'Match between the system and the real world', issues concerned: a lack of clarity as to what the different lists referred (rated as at least a 'major' usability issue by 7 out of 8 evaluators); difficulty in browsing due to the lack of visible ordering options; and the need to use more useful parameters by which they could be ordered. Under 'Visibility of system status', issues concerned a lack of feedback when a new patient had been selected, or when a list had been filtered by interacting with the improvement opportunities graph (rated as at least a 'major' usability issue by 6 out of 8 evaluators).
Patient-level data
Issues with patient-level data were categorised under 'Match between the system and the real world' (n = 3), 'Aesthetic and minimalist design' (n = 1), and 'User control and freedom' (n = 1). Under 'Match between the system and the real world' and 'Aesthetic and minimalist design', issues concerned difficulty reading nonphysiological data on line graphs, such as when patient medication had been changed. The issue under 'User control and freedom' concerned the relatively small size of the graphs, that did not re-size automatically, and which caused occasional difficulty in data interpretation. Positive comments were made about having detailed patient-level data displayed in general, and the use of tool-tips to understand historic physiological data on line graphs.
Recommended actions
Issues associated with the recommended actions were categorised under the heuristics 'Consistency and standards' (n = 7), 'Aesthetic and minimalist design' (n = 4), 'Error prevention and recognition' (n = 3), 'User control and freedom' (n = 3), 'Visibility of system status' (n = 2), 'Help and documentation' (n = 1), and 'Recognition rather than recall' (n = 1). Under 'Consistency and standards', issues concerned conflicting use of language and font sizes, redundant column headers for user-generated actions, illogical ordering of options in dialogue boxes, and the positioning of recommended actions. Under 'Aesthetic and minimalist design', issues were deemed cosmetic issues only. Under 'Error prevention and recognition', issues concerned being able to edit a user-generated recommended action plan that had been marked "complete", and technical faults related to deleting and downloading recommended actions (all rated as at least 'major' usability issues by 7 out of 8 evaluators). Under 'User control and freedom', issues concerned the inability to view, undo or edit reasons for disagreeing with recommended actions, or add user-generated recommended actions to the Home page. Under 'Visibility of system status' issues were: a lack of clarity as to whether marking a recommended action as complete had been saved by the system, and a loss of context when the dialogue box for providing disagreement reasons appeared. The issue under 'Help and documentation' recommended there should be some explanation of how the suggested actions were generated, whilst under 'Recognition rather than recall' it related to clearer signposting of the copy functionality for inputting patients' unique identification numbers in other systems (e.g. EHRs). Positive comments were made about having the recommended actions in general, in addition to specific features including the interactive improvement opportunity graph to filter patient lists, ability to add user-generated actions, agree or disagree with actions, and provide reasons for disagreement in the form of both fixed responses (radio buttons) or more detailed free text.
Task and goal-Action structure
The 47 usability issues occurred 121 times in total across all tasks (median occurrences per issue of 2, range 1-12). In terms of both frequency and severity of usability issues, Task 4 (Disagree with patient identification) had the most usability violations (26 usability issue occurrences, 21% of the total). This was followed by Task 3 (Agree with patient-level action plan, n = 18, 15%), Task 2 (Disagree with team/organisation-level action plan, n = 16, 13%), Task 7 (Adding action plan, n = 15, 12%), Task 6 (Patient-level data identification, n = 14, 12%), and Task 5 (Population-level data identification, n = 12, 10%). Task 1 (Agree with team/organisation-level action plan) and Task 8 (General functionality) were the most issuefree with only 10 (8%) issues each. At the Goal-Action structure level (Appendix A in Supplementary material), the most issueprone actions across all Goals were: (1) Patient selection from a list (which affected Goals 3, 4, and 6); (2) Data interpretation from a figure (both population-level and patient-level; Goals 5 and 6); and (3) Disagreement with a system proposition (this included: recommended actions [Goal 2] or categorisation of patients into an improvement opportunity group [Goal 4]). The remainder of this section describes how these actions impacted the completion of a given Goal or sub-Goal.
Patient selection from a list
In Goals 3, 4, and 6, users navigated to the Overview page of the relevant clinical module (Fig. 1) , and selected the summary of clinical performance to investigate further in the Preview page (Fig. 2a) . Evaluators were then required to select a patient from the patient list either directly (Goals 4 and 6), or by first filtering the list using the improvement opportunity graph (Goal 3). At this point, the Goal-Action sequence was likely to be interrupted or become unwieldy due to: a lack of clarity as to what the different lists referred, and why they contained different patients; difficulty in browsing the patient lists due to a lack of visible ordering options and perceived lack of utility of the options by which they could be ordered; and an absence of feedback that a patient list had been filtered, or that different patient-level data was presented. To illustrate, in Goal 3 (Appendix A in Supplementary material) users would expect after selecting an improvement opportunity from the graph on the Preview page (action: 'select palliative care') that the filtering of the patient list would be apparent before proceeding to the following action ('select patient 5556051664 from the list'). This issue was categorised under the heuristic 'Visibility of System Status', therefore making the status of the list in this part of the action sequence clearer would make the relationship between the two actions more natural for the user. The remaining issues related to the browsing and ordering of the list would make the process of completing the specific action of selecting a patient from a list less efficient, though were unlikely to disrupt the user's action sequence.
Data interpretation
In Goals 5 and 6, evaluators initially navigated either to the Overview ( Fig. 1; to interpret population-level data) or Preview ( Fig. 2a and b; to interpret patient-level data) pages respectively. In the Goal-Action structure, evaluators were then required to identify specific data points using the corresponding data visualisations (i.e. line graphs, bar plots, or pie-charts). At this point, the Goal-Action sequence was likely to be interrupted or hinder information processing due to: a lack of clarity regarding the specific aspects of clinical performance the graphs represented; the relatively small text size used for axis labels; unclear explanations for bar plot categories; and the use of non-standard date format (i.e. yyyy/mm/dd). Furthermore, interpreting patient-level non-physiological data (e.g. when medication had changed) were difficult because of misalignment with x-axis dates, an absence of tool-tips, and unclear labelling. To illustrate, in Goal 5, sub-Goal 'identify how many patients have had face-to-face opportunities to have their asthma monitored' (Appendix A in Supplementary material), users would expect to easily recognise precisely what the summary of clinical performance referred to on the Overview page (action: 'select monitoring') before proceeding to the following action ('check the corresponding figure to identify how many patients have had face-to-face opportunities to have their asthma monitored'). This issue was categorised under the heuristic 'Consistency and standards', therefore making the specific aspects of clinical performance the graphs represented clearer would reduce the cognitive demands necessary for a user to understand how to access the relevant Preview page. The remaining issues made the identification of specific graph data points less efficient, though were unlikely to disrupt the prescribed action sequence.
Disagreement with a system proposition
In Goals 2 and 4, users initially navigated to the Preview page of the relevant summary of clinical performance (Fig. 2a) . At this point they were required to either disagree with an organisationallevel action plan (Goal 2; Fig. 2a ), or select a patient and disagree with the improvement opportunity to which it had been assigned (Goal 4; Fig. 2b ). Despite the fact that several usability issues were identified in the context of recommended actions (Fig. 6) , all of which could hinder the processing of information and increase the time needed to complete an action, none were likely to disrupt the Goal-Action sequence. To illustrate, in Goal 2 (Appendix A in Sup-plementary material) users would expect the recommended action plans to be in a conspicuous location and written in prominent font to facilitate their identification (action: 'check the available option disagree for the action: "nominate an asthma lead . . . of these changes"'). Furthermore, they would expect to know how the recommended actions were generated in order to judge whether or not they agree. These issues were categorised under the heuristics 'Consistency and standards' and 'Help and documentation' respectively, therefore improved presentation of recommended actions, and provision of information regarding how they were generated would reduce the attentional and cognitive demands necessary to complete these Goals.
Discussion
Our results indicate important considerations that are specific e-A&F systems, and which should be taken into account in designing their interfaces. This final section discusses the significance of the usability issues found with PINGR, and translates them into a set of interface design recommendations for e-A&F systems in general by placing them in the context of the wider literature (Box 1). Each of the four components of e-A&F interfaces (summary of clinical performance, patient lists, patient-level data, and recommended actions) are considered in turn, followed by a final section on how they could be integrated. The paper concludes with a discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of this study, and implications for future research.
Interface design recommendations for e-A&F systems

Summary of clinical performance
e-A&F system design should draw on existing usability guidance and theory for the presentation of clinical performance summaries [16, 31] , in addition to relevant guidance on quantitative information visualisation in general (e.g. [38, 44] ), and related IT systems including epidemiological surveillance tools (e.g. [12] ) and nonclinical dashboards (e.g. [30] ). Key recommendations include using line graphs to demonstrate trends over time [16, 31, 47] , and interactive functionality to provide further detail on-demand [16, 44] . In addition, our results show that the use of tool-tips can facilitate accurate interpretation of historic performance data on line graphs, and that care should be taken to ensure what performance data specifically refers. If this is not the case, users may disengage with the system, with potentially important implications for patient outcomes and resource-use (e.g. [35] ).
Patient lists
Not all e-A&F systems provide lists of patients (e.g. [5] ), despite evidence from non-computerised A&F interventions suggesting they are key drivers of success [26, 27] . Therefore, a key recommendation is to include patient lists as a core part of e-A&F interface design. These may include patients who have or have not achieved the quality standard or patient outcome of interest. The design of patient lists may utilise existing evidence from non-computerised A&F interventions [26, 27] , in addition to usability guidelines from related health systems such as EHRs (e.g. [39, 49] ) and epidemiological surveillance tools (e.g. [29] ). Key recommendations include the ability to order and prioritise patients for action [27, 39] , and providing a manageable number of variables by which to order patients [29] . Our results add that the use of visual querying mechanisms to filter lists, and the ability to order lists can also be helpful, which is supported by studies of other e-A&F systems and wider usability guidelines [16, 44] . However, our results also highlight that it should be apparent that lists have changed when they are filtered, thus providing clear feedback of system status. This may be achieved through the use of animation (e.g. self-healing fades) and significant changes to the text in the list header. Furthermore, enough information should be provided regarding what the lists refer to, in addition to making the ordering functionality obvious and using parameters perceived as valuable by users. If patient lists are not designed in a usable way, it may force users to identify patients in an inefficient manner, leading to reduced system effectiveness or disruption of the Goal-Action structure.
Patient-level data
Not all e-A&F systems provide patient-level data (e.g. [23] ), therefore a key recommendation from our results is to include this interface component as a core design consideration. This is supported by other studies of e-A&F systems [16] , and ensures the system can efficiently support improvement action [25, 27] . The design of this component should draw on existing usability knowledge [16] , in addition to design guidelines for systems that summarise individual patient-level data, such as EHRs (e.g. [50] ). Important recommendations include the use of line graphs to support trend visualisation over defined time periods, and the ability to interactively explore data further [16] . Our results also suggest that similar to population-level data, tool-tips can be helpful to understand historic data. In addition, provision of non-physiological data, such as contacts with the primary care practice or changes in medication, can improve feedback actionability, though must be displayed as clearly as the medical data to be effective. This could be achieved through novel information visualisation techniques such as Lifelines [79] . Finally, our results also illustrate the importance of highlighting that new patient-level data is displayed when a new patient is selected (e.g. from a list). If this is unclear users may be unsure how to access relevant patient-level data and therefore unable to take relevant improvement action. This may be remedied through the use of animation, or other design features such as presenting individual patient's data on separate pages from each other.
Recommended actions
In addition to PINGR, we are aware of only one other e-A&F system that provides recommended actions to users [23] . This is surprising given such recommendations are part of the definition of A&F [2] , that there is both theoretical [31] and empirical evidence [1] they increase A&F effectiveness, and that user-needs assessments for e-A&F systems state they are desirable [16, 23] . Our results confirm this need, therefore a key design recommendation is that e-A&F systems should provide recommended actions; creating a cross-fertilisation of traditional A&F and CDS systems [41] . The design of recommended actions should draw on guidance regarding CDS systems that regularly provide advice to users (e.g. [40] ) and wider quality improvement theory (e.g. [51] ). Specifically, recommended actions should address both the individual patient and organisation [51] , be specific to user's context and performance (rather than generic) [40] , be provided automatically in the user's workflow (rather than on-demand) [40] , take into account patient contextual data (such as co-morbidities) [53, 56] , and use concise statements [40, 53] with functionality to easily action the recommendation [40, 53] . Furthermore, our findings suggest that the ability to agree (and save) or disagree (and provide fixed and freetext response reasons) with recommended actions is well-received by users, which is supported by the wider CDS system literature [53, 56] , and may improve e-A&F effectiveness [57] . This feedback loop should be used to improve the algorithms driving the e-A&F system [25, 80] . Our results also suggest that functionality to action recommendations is made clear, such as using tool-tips to highlight a 'copy' function, otherwise their effectiveness may be reduced. Information should also be provided on how the recommendation was generated [40, 56] , and users provided with unambiguous and Box 1: Interface design recommendations and future research questions for computerised audit and feedback systems.
Summaries of clinical performance, should:
• Recommended actions, should:
• Address both the individual patient and organisation
• Be specific to a user's context and performance (rather than generic)
• Be provided automatically in the user's workflow (rather than on-demand)
• Take into account patient contextual data (such as co-morbidities)
• Use concise statements • Provide functionality to clearly and easily action the recommendation • Provide functionality to agree (and save) or disagree with recommendations • Collect reasons for disagreement as both fixed and free-text responses • Use disagreement reasons to improve system algorithms • Provide information on how recommendations were generated • Provide unambiguous and authoritative confirmation that agreements or disagreements with recommendations have been saved • Maintain context when asking for disagreement reasons • Provide functionality to view, undo and edit previous reasons given for disagreements • Not allow editing once an action is marked complete • Be positioned in a separate area of the interface, consistent with the anticipated user workflow • Use the same size font as other information • Provide functionality to add user-generated recommended actions throughout the system Integration of components:
• Components should be arranged in a way that anticipates user's workflow • Patient-level data should be presented on the same screen as recommended actions
Questions for further research:
• What interface components should be visible at the same time?
• Which patients should be listed and how much information about them should be provided in the lists?
• How should clinical performance summaries and recommended actions be prioritised? • How should patient-level data across multiple clinical areas and quality indicators be presented?
• How should the clinical performance of other users be incorporated, if at all?
• How do these guidelines translate into different contexts, clinical areas, and study designs?
• Do these guidelines remain true when testing with real end-users?
authoritative confirmation that their agreements or disagreements with the recommendation have been saved, otherwise there is risk users would find the system untrustworthy, and potentially ignore the recommendations. Mechanisms for providing disagreement reasons should not lose context from the recommended action, and there should be functionality to view, undo and edit reasons, otherwise users may disengage with this functionality and the gains in algorithm improvement would be lost. However, editing should not be possible once an action is marked complete, otherwise users may fear their work is lost. Recommended actions should be positioned in their own area separate from other data, using the same size font as other information, and in an area of the interface consistent with user workflow (which may not be the bottom of the page). This mitigates the risk they will be overlooked. Finally, users should also have the ability to add their own recommended actions, which should be available throughout the system where actions are displayed.
Integration of interface components
Interface components should be integrated in a way consistent with general software design guidelines (e.g. [46] ), in addition to related health IT systems such as CDS systems (e.g. [53, 56] ) and EHRs (e.g. [39] ). For example, components should be arranged in a way that anticipates user's workflow [48] , and patient-level data should be presented on the same screen as recommended actions so they can reliably be evaluated [53, 56] . EHR usability guidelines recommend that patient-level information should not be on the same page as patient lists [49] , however, we suggest this may not be applicable to e-A&F systems because of the need to rapidly review multiple patients, and an absence of e-A&F functionality related to data input (unlike an EHR). It is also unclear whether patient-level data should be displayed on the same screen as summaries of clinical performance (as in PINGR), as there is a theoretical argument it may motivate action regarding a single patient if a user is made aware of their wider performance [41] .
Strengths and limitations of this study
The main strength of this study is that it is the first to develop usability recommendations for clinical e-A&F systems. This was achieved by evaluating a cutting-edge e-A&F system, which to the best of our knowledge is the first to contain all four key e-A&F interface elements (summaries of clinical performance, patient lists, patient-level data, and recommended actions), and whose design was informed by existing relevant usability principles and theory. We used an innovative approach to usability inspection that combined the strengths of both HE and CW. This meant we could evaluate not only the individual interface components (as in an HE; Objective 2), but also how they should be integrated into a single system to support the Goal-Action structure of typical tasks (Objective 3). Combining these two methods maximised usability issue discovery, which was further helped by using eight evaluators working independently rather than the widely recommended three to five in traditional usability inspections [64, 65] . The development and use of a thorough usability inspection protocol was important given the relative lack of knowledge in the wider literature regarding usability of e-A&F systems.
The main limitation of this study is that results are based on a usability inspection with expert evaluators, rather than testing with representative end-users (primary care clinicians) [34] . This may result in a number of the issues identified being false positives [70] , or potentially missing important issues that may only be apparent with further tests in more naturalistic settings [34] . For example, end-users may not consider being able to edit an action plan marked "complete" a usability issue, as they may wish to retrospectively clarify events; conversely, although end-users may consider the display of actions recommended by PINGR usable, they may not find them useful in improving patient care. Furthermore, expert evaluators may be able to navigate the system more efficiently than target end-users. Specific actions were taken to minimise the impact of these limitations, such as the use of a background document describing the characteristics of intended users (Fig. 4) , and a thorough hybrid inspection method with multiple data collection and analysis stages, which included a usability issue consolidation stage to ensure the most important unique usability issues were analysed. Nevertheless, our findings should be interpreted with caution, and we consequently deem our usability recommendations for e-A&F systems as 'preliminary'. To further address these shortcomings, and in accordance with accepted usability engineering methodology [34] , we plan to undertake further evaluations of PINGR with target end-users in future.
Further limitations are that our hybrid usability inspection method mainly focused on identification of heuristic violations for each action, rather than the detailed reconstruction of a user's cognitive goal as in traditional CW [66] . For example, a traditional CW may ask the evaluator to estimate the percentage of users that will perform a specific action, the level of agreement between a given and actual user's goal, or the likelihood that users' goals will change after the performance of an action [66] . However, incorporating all these elements would likely make the hybrid method too cumbersome, which is a criticism of the traditional CW method [81] .
Finally, we assessed inter-rater variation, which is recommended for usability inspection studies [82] , and can therefore be viewed as a methodological strength. We found weak-moderate agreement and poor-fair reliability between evaluator's issue severity ratings, which may reflect a useful variety of raters' abilities to detect a wide variety of potential issues, though conversely may also be viewed as a limitation of our results. However, low levels of agreement are common in usability inspection studies [67] , and it becomes increasingly hard to achieve agreement as the number of raters increases [71] . Usually three to five evaluators are recommended for usability inspection studies [64, 65] , though we used eight in order to detect as many unique issues as possible. To demonstrate, our IRA and IRR metrics improve if re-calculated using the ratings of only three instead of eight evaluators: complete agreement = 32%, Kendall's coefficient = 0.68, ICC = 0.47, and Weighted Light's Kappa = 0.46; Krippendorff's alpha remains at 0.04, which is consistent with a comparable study [82] . Therefore, our relatively low levels of agreement and reliability are a necessary consequence of attempting to achieve our study objectives.
Conclusion
We have presented the usability evaluation of a modern, research-led clinical e-A&F system (PINGR) using a hybrid usability inspection method. In doing so, we described its design, rationale and theoretical basis (Objective 1), identified usability issues in relation to its four interface components (summaries of clinical performance, patient lists, patient-level data, and recommended actions; Objective 2), and attempted to understand how these issues may interfere with the cognitive goals of end-users of the system (Objective 3). Based on our findings and the wider literature, we have developed a set of recommendations for the user-centred design of e-A&F systems that addresses key interface components, in addition to how they should be integrated (Study objective 4). These recommendations go some way to addressing the gaps in the literature regarding the optimal design of clinical e-A&F systems. Future research should refine and extend this much needed evidence base.
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Summary points
What was already known on the topic
• Audit and Feedback (A&F) is a widely used quality improvement technique that measures clinicians' performance and reports it to them. • There is a lack of evidence regarding how to best design computerised A&F (e-A&F) system interfaces.
What this study added to our knowledge
• Establishes that e-A&F system interfaces may consist of four key components: (1) Summaries of clinical performance; (2) Patient lists; (3) Patient-level data; (4) Recommended actions.
• Demonstrates how the design of e-A&F systems can be based on existing evidence and theory.
• Introduces an innovative hybrid inspection approach that combines the advantages of both Heuristic Evaluation and Cognitive Walkthrough methods.
• Presents recommendations for the user-centred design of e-A&F systems in terms of their four key interface components, and how they may be integrated within a system.
